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Message from Eastern Contractors
Association president and CEO,

Todd Helfrich

I

t has been almost a year since the
pandemic disrupted and challenged
our lives and changed the world
forever. 2020 was a hard year for most
of us, and the construction industry was
no exception. While we are still navigating
a new world in which we are currently
co-existing with COVID-19, we at Eastern
Contractors Association want to focus on
resilience and rebuilding.
Historically, events like this have

pandemic shouldn’t be any different.
We encourage our member firms to
do what they can to come out of this a
better version of themselves. Whether
it’s learning new things from articles in
this edition of Construction Connections
– such as “The Data-Driven Construction
Business,” “Risk-Tolerant or ControlDeprived?” and “Jobsite Productivity and
the Law of Diminishing Returns” – or by

proven to be opportunities for businesses

taking advantage of the various programs

to double down on training and revisit

offered by ECA or our Building Trade

and improve company efficiencies, and

partners, our members will become

those are the businesses that come out

better than ever.

bigger, faster, stronger in the end. This

be difficult to picture a world in which
we return to our old habits. For example,
workspaces can never be as congested
as they once were. Luckily, the Building
Industry Center recently underwent a
major renovation with newly improved
working spaces for all its tenants. You can
read about it on page 10.
Life will continue to be uncertain
and strange for a while, but I believe the
construction industry is resilient. We
have faced and overcome challenges
before, and we will keep doing so. b

Once COVID-19 is long gone, it will

A true partner to our
diverse community of
Taft-Hartley clients.

&
N
M
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Michael Roman
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ECA’s Mission

To provide leadership in the construction industry through:

• Promotion of a stable labor relations climate
• Development and education of a skilled workforce
• Encouragement of safety in the workplace

• Advancement of economic growth
• Being a resource for construction industry data and
information

Eastern Contractors Association, Inc. (ECA) is a trade association of union signatory general contractors and subcontractors, suppliers and
service firms engaged in commercial, industrial and institutional construction throughout eastern New York. ECA traces its history to
1890 and is the region’s only “full-service” contractor association serving the needs of all segments of the construction industry, providing
labor relations assistance, planroom services, networking opportunities and other valuable membership benefits.
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After: conference room.

Before: conference room.

BUILDING INDUSTRY CENTER:
‘AFTER 50 YEARS, IT IS OUR HOME’
By Cindy Chan

T

he Building Industry Center
recently underwent a massive
modernization to better serve
Eastern Contractors Association

and its valued members.
Located in Albany, the Building

“Having those construction associations

20 years ago, which included changing

in one structure has been beneficial over

the wallpaper, upgrading the bathrooms

the years, as we jointly work on a number

and adding new furniture, but that was

of things, such as joint education and

the extent of it. Helfrich says they also

training programs and projects,” Helfrich

completed an HVAC renovation about 25

says. However, ECA is the owner of the

years ago. However, this recent project was

Industry Center was constructed in the

building and occupies more than half of

a substantial renovation that comprised the

early 1970s, according to Todd Helfrich,

the square footage.

whole building.

president and CEO of Eastern Contractors

Renovations on the building ran from

“We started with putting the new roof on

Association (ECA). Helfrich says the

September 2019 to September 2020, and

and performing maintenance work on the

Building Industry Center was the first of

this was the first major renovation the

exterior masonry. We then gutted the entire

the buildings constructed in this entire

center received. Alisa Henderson, president

interior of the building. Everything is now

office park area. Not only does ECA work

of Duncan & Cahill, was the general

brand new, from walls, partitions, ceilings

out of this building, but so do several other

contractor on the project. She says the

and floors,” he adds.

construction associations.

building received a minor renovation about

Before: lobby.
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“We had to remove all the sheetrock in

After: lobby.

ReaganCompanies.com

Duncan & cahill inc.

315.673.2094

Family owned and
operated for
over 80 years.
Committed to quality.

duncancahill.com

We are a proud M/WBE Union Electrical Contractor located in Latham, NY. We specialize in
renewable energy, commercial, industrial and medium voltage installations.

409 Old Niskayuna Road Latham, NY 12110
Phone 518.675.0904
www.swan2b.com
M/WBE and DBE Certified
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During: exterior windows.

During: ECA office.

the building to do renovations because
we discovered that the walls had asbestos
taping compound on them,” Dick Oliver,
owner of AOW Associates and chairman of
the renovation committee says. “We did a
full assessment, and as a result, we decided
to pull all the walls and interiors of the
building out.”
Because asbestos abatement was a
critical part of the construction process, it
led to the redesign of the space and new
finish selections that would complement
the new modern aesthetic, according to
Michael Roman, principal and Joseph
Aupperle, architectural designer at C2
Architecture.
The project took place in four phases.
Helfrich says they had extra space in the
building to move tenants around while
the project went on around them. Lowered
occupancy allowances due to the state’s
emergency coronavirus regulations also
made it easier to do work throughout
the entire building. Once their respective
offices were complete, the tenants were
able to move back in.
The Building Industry Center is a onestory, 12,500-square-foot, masonry block

building. Materials used for construction
included interior metal studs, a new
roof, gypsum wallboard (GWB), carpet
and luxury vinyl tile (LVT) and all new
dimmable LED lighting. Two new windows

The construction firms that worked on the project include Duncan
& Cahill, Collett Mechanical, T&J Electrical Associates, Quality
Painters and Decorators, Euro Tile & Stone, Adirondack Heat & Frost
Insulation, VBI, Advance Glass, A.J.S. Masonry, DeBrino Caulking
Associates, Flooring Environment, Atlantic Contracting & Specialties,
James H. Maloy, Callanan Industries and Titan Roofing.
Eastern Contractors Association is also especially proud to have the
following Building Trades Unions involved in this project:
•B
 ricklayers and Allied Craftworkers Local No. 2 (masonry and tile)
•C
 arpenters Local No. 291
•E
 lectricians Local No. 236
•H
 eat & Frost Insulators Local No., 40
•L
 aborers Local No. 190
•O
 perating Engineers Local No. 158, District 106
•P
 ainters and Glaziers District Council No. 9
•P
 lumbers Local No. 7
•R
 oofers Local No. 241
•S
 heet Metal Workers Local No. 83
•T
 eamsters Local No. 294

Lives Are Worth Saving

24 HOUR
EMERGENCY
SERVICE
(518)463-4340

NYS CERTIFIED

WBE

OVER 45 YEARS OF

• Installation • Shop Drawings • Fabrication

• 24 Hour Emergency Service And Inspection Of

Fire Sprinkler Systems And Related Equipment
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were also cut through the masonry block
and exterior stonework. The structure
consists of two wings and a front section
that comes off the two wings. Henderson
says they moved tenants from the first

8 Enterprise Drive, Albany, NY 12204

www.rbm-guardian.com
(518) 463-4340

PLEASE
RECYCLE

Duane Builders Inc. DBA

Scaffold Builders Associates
Services include:
• Frame Scaffold

• Enclosures

• System Scaffold

• Overhead Protection

• Tube & Clamp Scaffold

• Material Hoists

• Scaffolding Rental & Sales • Debris Netting
• Swing Stages

• Trash Chutes

• Design & Drafting

• Estimating

Scaffold Builders Associates is proud to provide quality services at competitive prices.

“Your NYS-WBE Scaffold Builders”

A better value.
A better experience.
MVP Health Care® pairs innovative extras with
personal support for our labor partners.
Now more than ever, your business needs a fresh
approach to provide quality, affordable health
insurance. The MVP Labor Team is here to help you!
Christopher Peyron, Senior Sales Executive
917-796-8478
Amber Wallace, Senior Account Executive
518-836-3189
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Before: reception.

After: reception.

wing into a temporary office while they
worked on that wing. The next two areas
they worked on was the meeting space,
lobby, reception area and one side of
the main front building. The last phase
included the wing with all of ECA’s offices
and additional tenant spaces.
The center now features a more
functional, updated use of the existing
space, Roman says. The redesigned
conference room includes videoconferencing capabilities, and the modern
lobby design is welcoming and features
energy-efficient lighting. The large multipurpose meeting space also includes
updated technology such as flat-screen
televisions and built-in speakers and
microphones, along with brand new
seating and tables.
Henderson says the building had
some dated features before renovations,
including room dividers that had never

been opened, 1970s paneling, book and
display cases that were no longer needed,
and non-energy-efficient light fixtures. The
previous office layout also didn’t make the
most of its space for tenants.
“It’s all new lighting, all new flooring, all
new partition layout. We also redistributed
the HVAC system; it’s not entirely new,”
Henderson says. “The reception area is all
glass so they can see everybody in front.”
Henderson also adds that the men’s and
women’s restrooms now include ADA
compliant facilities.
“One of the advantages from an ECA
perspective is our people are able to be
brought a little more closer together.
Over time, we had spread out over the
building. Now we have a couple of office
suites where staff can work together and
collaborate,” Helfrich says.
“Having a new, modern building is
better for our various memberships. It

provides a more comfortable space to work.
Everything is more energy-efficient, and
all of our offices are designed to be more
fresh,” Helfrich adds. Prior to the decision
to renovate the existing building, ECA had
done its due diligence and explored other
options from selling to renting another
space to building another structure.
However, at the end of the day, ECA decided
that renovating the existing building –
from removing asbestos to rebuilding
interiors – made the most sense.
“After 50 years, it is our home,” Helfrich
says. “We look forward to welcoming our
membership and guests back into our new
facility.” b

At TBC, we start by assembling a team of skilled and
knowledgeable professionals who take the time to understand your needs.
Our accounting software expertise ranges from many Construction programs including:

• Quickbooks and Sage 50 Accounting • Foundations
• Sage 300 Construction and Real Estate • Sage 100 Contractor
Linked in
7 WAShington SQuARE, AlbAny, ny 12205

518-456-6663 www.tbccpa.com
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Integrity through Verification
Anchin’s Regulatory Compliance and Investigations (RCI) group has over 30 years of experience, specializing
in compliance and financial accounting services. Our team focuses on highly-regulated industries, providing proactive
monitorships and investigations, certification oversight and NAICS code audit verification. Our team uses proprietary
databases for good faith efforts, outreach and tracking useful commercial function testing. Through the implementation of the
best strategies and processes, our efficient data collection and analysis will exceed your needs and ensure your protection.

Brian Sanvidge, CIG, CFE
Principal of Anchin’s Regulatory Compliance & Investigations Group
brian.sanvidge@anchin.com
1375 Broadway, New York, NY 10018

212.840.3456

SS

anchin.com

elby
&

mith

1074 Broadway
Albany New York 12204

@anchincpa

Sheet
Metal
Contractors
Phone (518) 436-4136
Fax (518) 436-4138
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Risk-Tolerant or
Control-Deprived?

R

By Dave Rebbitt

isk is not something we can do

to manage risk are the most common and

vary on your performance just as it does

away with entirely. The first

most widely discussed.

for a company, whether that is property

and easiest way to manage
risk is to transfer the risk to

However, there is a third way in which
corporations manage risk. They accept

insurance or workers’ compensation
insurance rates.

someone else. This can take the form of

it. This is often called residual risk or

insurance or subcontractor. Insurance

acceptable risk. This is where we see the

often is that there is no acceptable risk,

would transfer some of the risks, but

term risk tolerance used. How much risk

but that is not right. Decisions are made

getting someone else to perform the

will a company or workplace accept?

every day to accept risk. So when it comes

work can transfer the risk entirely. If

In terms of insurance, it means setting

When it comes to safety, the impression

to risk tolerance, the question often is, “Do

the company undertakes the work or

the deductible on the policy along with

operation, then it can use the second

the upper limits. We do much the same

method, which is to mitigate the risk

with car insurance. The cost for the

exposure, probability of an incident and

using a standard methodology.

insurance is based on the probability of

potential severity of the outcome. We

you having an incident based on research

recognize hazards and assess the risk using

does not matter all that much. Financial

by insurance companies, but another

these criteria.

and operational risk can be identified and

function of the cost is the deductible.

mitigated in much the same way as what

A high deductible will get you a much

with first. But as we work down the scale,

we often term safety risk. These two ways

cheaper policy. The insurance rate will

when does a risk become acceptable? That

Interestingly enough, the type of risk

16 Construction Connections

we understand the risk?”
Risk is a function of the frequency of

Any high-rated risks will get dealt

depends on the organization and its risk

area, as they knew the hazard existed.

long time and almost anyone in the safety

tolerance.

Some may say they just thought the risk

profession knows what it is:

was acceptable.

• Elimination. Most effective.

On an individual level, there also is
risk tolerance. Workers are very good at

Maybe we are overthinking this a little.

spotting hazards. Most incidents are not

In safety, the risk is mitigated using the

all that surprising to the workers in the

hierarchy of controls. It has been around a

• Substitution. Using a different method,
process or products.
• Engineering. Design out the hazard or
separate it from workers.
• Administrative. Procedures, policies or
checklists.
• Personal protective equipment (PPE).
Least effective.
Many people who have been to a
construction site will be familiar with
the belief that “be careful” is an effective
control. Many personal or group hazard
assessments contain this phrase as do
many the job hazard analysis. So, is using
“be careful” demonstrating that workers
have a high-risk tolerance or just that they
have no clear idea of how to control those
hazards?
Workers do their job in the workplace
provided by their employers. The
employer is charged with keeping them
safe and determining what controls are
required to mitigate known hazards. The
only tangible portion of that process for
the employee is the PPE the employer
requires them to wear. Workers have some
control over the final and most ineffective
of all the controls (PPE) but not the others;
those are controlled by the employer.

James Jordan Associates
Architects

How many companies have a process
for workers to suggest or request
engineering controls or administrative
controls? What about substitution
or elimination? As we move up the

Educational,
Commercial and
Institutional Facilities

hierarchy, the time and resources required
to implement those controls also tend to
rise.
Have we left our workers with only
two choices: “be careful” or PPE? A good

68 Main Street
PO Box 111
Richfield Springs, NY 13439

example is the one you would see on any
construction or industrial site. Workers
must move across uneven ground.
Assuming that there is adequate lighting,

(315) 858-8000
JORDANUSA.COM

what must a worker do to mitigate this
hazard? The outcome could be a fall or
a twisted ankle, but the company has
deemed the risk acceptable. This is where

18 Construction Connections

we often see “be careful” listed as the

They are great at identifying the hazards

control.

but are in the dark about the hierarchy

More appropriately, we would use a

of controls. Are we giving them the

hazard reporting process if the ground

knowledge and means to reduce risk or

became very uneven or slippery to ensure

just asking them to be careful — and wear

action was taken. Still, the most effective

that PPE?

control is for the worker to wear boots
with six-inch uppers to provide ankle
support (they must be laced up and tied, of
course) to mitigate the hazard, as we know
it is inevitable a worker will roll their foot
and possibly twist their ankle.
Now, many safety people reading this

Reprinted with permission from the August
2020 edition of The Ironworker, the official
publication of the International Association
of Bridge, Structural, Ornamental and
Reinforcing Iron Workers (www.ironworkers.
org).

About dave rebbitt
Dave Rebbitt is a long-practicing
safety professional with over 30 years of
experience. He is an advocate for intelligent
safety and the most published author, on
safety, in Canada, recently publishing the
book, Effective Safety Committees. He also sits
on the Board of Governors for the Board of
Canadian Registered Safety Professional
and is a past board member of the Alberta
WCB. He is currently president and
owner of Rarebit Consulting, a safety and
management consulting firm. b

are thinking they would never do that.
Well, when incidents are investigated, the
most common corrective actions usually
revolve around training or retraining
and PPE. Other action items are to follow
existing processes or to continue to be
more careful. This is hardly a practical
approach.
A recent article in the February issue of
Professional Safety found that higher-order
controls seldom are recommended in
incident investigations. When looking to
mitigate risk, we must start at the top of
the hierarchy and work our way down.
Safety personnel can be under pressure
to show quick results or quick action after
an incident. PPE is quickly available and
distributed. Retraining ensures the worker
is trained but implies the training was
ineffective the first time or the supervisor
was ineffective; perhaps both may apply.
Engineering out a problem can be both
costly and time-consuming.
If we are frustrated by workers who
think “being careful” is what it takes to
keep them safe, does that mean they must

• Demolition & Dismantling
• Asset Recovery
• Abatement & Hazardous
Materials Abatement
• Recycling
• Environmental Remediation
& Site Restoration

live in fear of an incident? It seems they
are not highly risk-tolerant but perhaps
lack access to the control mechanisms
and methodology. If there is no way for
workers to influence the control methods
or risk mitigation in the workplace
more directly, that probably means we
only have left them with PPE and “being
careful.”
Branding workers as having a high-risk

397 Anthony Street
Schenectady, NY 12308

518-374-3366
info@jacksondemolition.com

jacksondemolition.com

tolerance is over complicating things.
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Jobsite Productivity and The
Law of Diminishing Returns
Why adding more workers may be a bad idea
By S.S. Saucerman

H

“Listen, qualified workers don’t just grow

and hard to pin down. Progress has slowed,

on trees, you know! I can’t just pull them

but nobody’s really sure why. Nothing and

out of my — er — thin air,” tact in a

no one is specifically to blame. Seizing

previous confrontation, and it was only

on this opportunity, you decide to go

later, you find yourself confronted by a

partially effective. The client (who’d been

with the tried-and-true, “The slowdown

stressed and exasperated client. You parry

around the block with this sort of thing)

isn’t our fault! We’ve had to wait on the

back and forth a bit, but at a point sooner

came right back with the highly effective,

[enter any other work trade besides your

rather than later, the owner utters that

“Well you’re the professional! This is your

own here] at every turn! We’re going as

legendary and time-tested phrase (say it

business! I am paying you good money to

fast as the job will let us!” You feel just a

with me!): “Can’t you just add more men?”

… etc.” argumentative volley. This adeptly

hint of momentum, so you quickly follow

Now that you’re older and more seasoned,

undermined your strategy. Stalemate.

up with “Why should we be blamed for

ow many times have you
been in this situation? Your
company’s crews have fallen
behind on site. Nanoseconds

you skillfully resist your initial, more

Today, however, you’re in luck,

somebody else’s shortcomings?”

primitive urge to plunge your mechanical

because you have another card to play.

This final entreaty was delivered in

pencil into his forehead.

As it happens, the reason(s) behind the

what may be the finest, most exasperated

slowdown on site are (as is so often the

victim-voice you’ve ever assembled. A

case on a construction job site) nebulous

master performance. Indeed, it appears

You pause for a moment to prepare
your response. You’ve already used the
20 Construction Connections
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to have hit its mark. You sense your

of Diminishing Returns (TLDR). In more

dumping more workers into a limited area

opponent growing weary and you begin

ivory-tower terms, TLDR is defined as “the

of work — a work “system” — will only

to relax as the conversation devolves into

decrease in marginal (incremental) output

end up with those workers stumbling over

that post-conflagration portion of the

of production in relation to a single factor

one another, waiting longer for access

argumentative process where both men

of that production being incrementally

to work elements, and growing more

still speak but both have also given up

increased.” Don’t panic. Though it rings of
high academia, the law itself is actually quite

disgruntled and less motivated over the

on listening. It concludes and the client
sulks from your office. You relax your grip

fundamental and practical in practice.

on the mechanical pencil. After brooding

TLDR demonstrates that by adding more

over it for a full afternoon, you add two

of one factor of production (in our case,

more workers to your crew. You heroically

this would be another worker on site) to

resist the urge to make the new workers

a productive process (the task our crew is

dress in bright orange and wave their arms

performing) will at some point (guaranteed)

every time the client walks by on site. This

begin to yield lower returns. In short, a

would be immature. (Sorry. Couldn’t help

magical point in time exists in virtually

it. Still bitter.)

every process ever created when adding more

Storing ammo

(and profit!). This assumes all other outside

resources causes you to lose productivity

But here’s the thing: Did you know

factors remain the same.

lapses in work rhythm and continuity.
And it’s this empiric observation that is
essentially at the heart of TLDR.
But knowing TLDR is there still
doesn’t make it any easier, in a moment
of argumentative need, to explain and
clearly articulate its effects. The goal,
of course, is to convey to the owner the
reasons why adding more workers to the
crew may indeed end up causing more
harm than good.
So, let’s see if we can fix that. Let’s

Now, I’m reasonably certain most

examine and break down TLDR and see if

all together? Do you know there’s a

contractors, as businesspeople, already

we can transform this seemingly ethereal

response to the add-more-men demand

intuitively understand this concept although

concept into something the contractor can

that is sound, demonstrable and backed

many may not be entirely clear on the forces

wield as an argumentative tool the next

by mathematics? It’s known as The Law

that back it. They know from experience that

time an anxious owner comes calling.

you could have avoided this outcome

Local Union #236
INTERNATIONAL BROTHERHOOD
OF ELECTRICAL WORKERS

Michael S. Mastropietro
Business Manager / Financial Secretary

John Mosher, President
Jason Doty, Vice President
Michael Torres, Treasurer
William Bulger, Recording Secretary
Executive Board Members: Kyran Chesterfield, Michael Martell, Timothy Healey,
Donald Leonard, Dennis Chico, Paul Fitzmaurice, Sean Brown
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The Law of Diminishing Returns

to do is assign an average rate of production

disappointed or highly relieved to learn we’re

Let’s look at an example based on our

to our variable assets (the crew). This might

not going attempt the math concerning the

end up looking like this:

OLP calculation. Candidly, when taking into

dilemma above. Suppose our current crew

Unit Output – Crew

is made up six carpenters. As is common,

account the vast complexity and fluidity

this crew includes craftsman of varying

Carpenter #1:

9.25

of the construction industry as a system,

ages, experience levels, work ethics and

Carpenter #2:

8.15

I’m not sure we could, even if we wanted

capabilities. Indeed, some members

Carpenter #3:

8.90

to (I talk more about this later). For now,

contribute more and are more productive

Carpenter #4:

7.20

let it suffice that these calculations were

than others. Let’s also assume that like

Carpenter #5:

9.50

performed and that the optimum level of

many contracting firms, there is only so

Carpenter #6:

7.90

production assigned to this task system using

much equipment to go around. Of course,

Crew Average:

8.48

a six-person crew came in at 54.00 (or 9.00

each worker comes with all the standard

A “production unit (PU)” score is assigned

production units/worker) for this particular

hand tools, but on this particular site, there

to each worker. These scores are then added

is one stationary table saw, one power mitre

up and divided by the six members on the

box and only so many drills, circular saws

crew to reach an average of 8.48 PU/worker

example only. In real use, these productivity

and jigsaws to go around. In the TLDR

for that particular crew, or a total of 50.88

numbers would be supplied by individual

universe, this limited larger equipment is

PUs for the crew itself. Once you have this

firms/businesses that have likely gone

known as your fixed assets. Think of this

score, the next important step is to ascertain

to extensive pains and energy (tracking,

as assets that remain relatively static and

the optimal level of production (OLP) that

cataloging, weighing, assigning, adjusting)

unchanged.

is possible for that particular task system.

to arrive at their company’s own proprietary

Think of it as a ceiling or a cap on how

production factors.

On the other hand, your workers are

system at this point in time.
Also know that the numbers used are for

considered variable assets. They come

efficient that task could ever be performed

and go and can be increased or reduced

under any circumstances by those six

nature will allow, the graph at right shows

with relative ease. In our quest to better

workers.

what happens when we add two more

understand TLDR, the first thing we’ll want

Now, you’re either going to be sorely

So, given that 54.00 is the best the laws of

workers.

Population Healthcare Management You Can Trust
INTEGRATED CLINICAL SOLUTIONS

Because clinical outcomes matter, our stand-alone and blended
programs begin with a global and holistic view of a participant’s
health. To build long-term success, we help them focus on
prevention and positive behavior change. By personalizing their
care plans as well as considering their ecosystem of available
resources, individuals know they are not just a condition.

PROUD MEMBER OF THE
EASTERN CONTRACTORS ASSOCIATION
Since 1884 it has been our mission to deliver
industry leading experiences to our
customers every day.

5 LIEBICH LANE | HALFMOON, NY
Wellness • Behavioral Health • Chronic Care Management

Contact Mark Mauro at
mmauro@hmcebs.com
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Due to the fact that this task system can’t

grows until lines form for the machines and

incongruity and (most damaging)

go over 54 units, when we add our seventh

the general overcrowding and congestion

disruptive human factors (including

worker, there is a severe drop (likely caused

builds until the extra workers are not only

by congestion, redundancy of task, etc.) in

not being productive, but actually just

morale, sloth and motivation) to ever arrive

the seventh worker’s marginal individual

standing around. Again, at this point, and

production, which in turn brings down

as it was above, the only way to increase

the overall crew score. By the time we add

production is by increasing the system; in

the eighth worker, it grows all too clear

this case, by buying more floor space and

that not only is our crew not maintaining

machines.

its level of production but is now heading
for a steep decline. The good news? You
were right all along! Six was the optimal

A world of inexact science
Please keep in mind that we’ve been

at a universal set of productivity factors that
are accurate, responsible and transferable
from place to place, time to time, or
application to application.
But this lack of quality data isn’t the
fault of TLDR. The science is sound. I
still maintain that the TLDR argument
is a position of formidable merit when

number of workers for this task at this

discussing economic theory only, and given

time for this situation, and the only way

our vast and mercurial industry, theory may

discussing field operations with a client.

productivity was ever going to increase was

indeed be the best we can hope to apply.

Just explain it as I have to you. You may

by increasing the task system. You’d done all

Why? Because although the mathematical

be surprised by the client’s reception.

you could with your variable assets.

basis (backed by mountains of field

Remember, too, that many of our clients are

observation and verification) behind TLDR

businesspeople themselves who have likely

There are abundant other ways to
demonstrate the TLDR effect. Another

are rock solid, the TLDR equation is only

common example is to imagine a factory

as good as data entered into it. Garbage in,

floor with a fixed number of machines all

garbage out. And this is where our industry

lined up in a row, and a variable supply

falls sadly, sorely short.

of labor for operating those machines. As

seen and experienced the TLDR concept in
action. So you’re already halfway home.
Good luck!
Reprinted with permission from the March

The harsh reality is, with the exception

the floor manager increases the number

of the simplest of the most controlled task,

2020 edition of AWCI’s Construction

of workers, the total output on the floor

there is simply far too much complexity,

Dimensions magazine (www.awci.org). b
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Understanding
Anxiety Disorders
By Bob Swanson

A

nxiety disorders are the
most common mental
illness or brain disease
among Americans today.
As indicated by the National Alliance
on Mental Illness (NAMI), in the United
States, approximately 40 million adults
and seven percent of children ages
three to 17 live with anxiety disorders.
Common symptoms of an anxiety
disorder include feeling nervous; feeling
helpless; a sense of impending panic,
danger or doom; increased heart rate;
hyperventilation; sweating; trembling;
trouble concentrating; trouble sleeping;
and having gastrointestinal problems.
With the prevalence of these types of
disorders, it’s important for employers to
understand what they are, how they affect
individuals and how individuals living
with anxiety disorders can get help. These
disorders can affect anyone, and you or
someone at your company could very well
be living with one (or multiple).
Feeling anxious is a normal,
healthy human response to stressful
circumstances. Living in our world today
includes many stressful circumstances that

have been compounded by the pandemic
and physical isolation. Webster’s New
World Dictionary defines anxious as
“Having or showing anxiety; uneasy in
mind; apprehensive; worried.” Webster’s
New World Dictionary defines anxiety as
a “State of being uneasy, apprehensive or
worried about what may happen; concern
about a possible future event.”
One might reasonably question, if
feeling anxious is normal, how do we
identify an anxiety disorder? Anxiety can
become “an abnormal state…characterized
by a feeling of being powerless and
unable to cope with threatening events,
typically imaginary, as shown by sweating,
trembling, etc.” When feelings of intense
fear and distress become overwhelming
and prevent us from doing normal
activities, an anxiety disorder may be
the cause. They involve more than a
temporary worry or fear, the feelings are
intense and the fear is out of proportion to
the actual danger.
Here’s an example. During my last
commercial airline flight on March 12, I
was anxious about my health and safety
since the pandemic was beginning to be

present in the United States. While I was
anxious, I was still able to travel home.
My anxiousness did not prevent me from
taking action. Someone living with an
anxiety disorder may not have been able to
bring themselves to travel home.
Now that we have an idea of how to spot
anxiety disorders, let’s go into more detail
on what causes them and how they affect
people. The two main causes of anxiety
disorders are genetics and environmental
factors. Studies indicate that anxiety
disorders tend to “run in families.” A
stressful event such as abuse, violence
or prolonged illness can also lead to the
presence of an anxiety disorder. People
living with an anxiety disorder often also
live with depression.
Different sources identify as many as
10 anxiety disorders, but four are the most
common:
• Generalized Anxiety Disorder: The
individual worries extensively about
personal health, work, social interactions
and everyday routine life circumstances.
• Social Anxiety Disorder: The individual
experiences intense fear of social
interaction.

606 7th Street
Scotia, NY 12302

VBI
LLC.

SHEET METAL FABRICATION

T: 518-374-0394

F: 518-688-1152
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• Panic Disorder: The individual
experiences sudden periods of intense
fear that come on quickly and reach their
peak in minutes.
• Phobias: The individual experiences
intense fear of specific objects or
situations. Examples include fear of
flying, heights, etc.
As with most illnesses, anxiety
disorders are treatable. Unfortunately,
the Anxiety and Depression Association
of America indicates that less than 37
percent of individuals living with anxiety
disorders receive medical care for their
illness. Treatment typically includes
psychotherapy or “talk therapy,” cognitive
behavioral therapy and use of medications.
Cognitive behavioral therapy is
one type of psychotherapy that assists
the individual in developing coping
skills to manage the situation and
anxiety symptoms. Behavioral therapy
includes recommendations for lifestyle
changes like regular exercise, using
relaxation techniques, eating healthy

and maintaining regular sleep patterns.
Commonly prescribed medications for
anxiety disorders include benzodiazepines,
buspirone, anti-depressants and betablockers.
I challenge all employers to ask the
following questions. Are any of your
employees exhibiting symptoms of
untreated anxiety disorders? Are you
willing to provide the assistance they need
on a prolonged basis? Does your company
provide a culture that allows employees to
get the help they need for illnesses of the
brain? We as an industry need to continue
shifting our culture until every company
answers the last two questions with a “yes.”
To learn more about anxiety disorders,
I recommend reading “Embracing the
Fear” by Judy Bemis. Resources for this
article included the following: Anxiety
and Depression Association of America
(www.ada.org), Mayo Clinic (www.
mayoclinichealthsystem.org), National
Alliance on Mental Illness (www.nami.
org), National Institute of Mental Health

(www.nimh.nih.gov) and United States
Department of Health & Human Services
(www.hhs.gov).
Reprinted with permission from the
Finishing Contractors Association International
(www.finishingcontractors.org).
About bob swanson
Bob Swanson is the past president of
Swanson & Youngdale and past chairman
of the Finishing Contractors Association
International. He tragically lost his son
Michael to suicide on March 13, 2009 at
the age of 33. Bob now focuses his efforts
on creating awareness of the impact
of mental health and suicide in the
construction industry.
Eastern Contractors Association and
several of our industry partners are
bringing awareness to mental health issues
as the construction industry ranks No. 1
in the number of recorded suicide deaths
and No. 2 in suicide rates in the United
States. b
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The 10-Minute Press Release
Rediscover the simple, low-cost tool small
contractors can use to grow their business
By David Acord

P

ress releases are the building blocks of any solid
marketing or publicity plan. Often overlooked in the
age of social media and the Internet, they are still an
incredibly cost-effective way to get your message out and
reach potential customers – especially if you’re a small contractor
looking to expand your local and regional market share.
And here’s the dirty little secret: press releases are also very easy
to write. You don’t need any special training or literary skills, and
you don’t need to hire an expensive public relations firm. In fact,
you (or someone else at your company) can write a basic press
release in 10 minutes or less.
STEP 1: CHOOSE A TOPIC.
A press release lets newspapers, magazines, radio and TV
stations know about new developments in your business. It’s also
a great way to enhance your social media activities. Writing a
release helps you focus your thoughts and craft a tight, coherent
statement. Once that’s completed, you can quickly and easily
repurpose it by posting to Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn or other
social media outlets. Use the press release as your starting point.
Many folks mistakenly think press releases are reserved for
major announcements. But it doesn’t have to be “big” news, just
interesting. Maybe you just completed a project that will have a
significant impact on the local community. Or perhaps you hired
a new executive, signed a fat new contract with a client, won a
prestigious award, opened a branch office, expanded into a larger
building, bought some crucial equipment that will allow you to
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offer new services or one of your employees saved a kitten from
being run over…the possibilities are endless.
The point is, it’s important to share good news about your
business with as many people as possible as often as possible. That
may sound like an obvious statement, but far too often, small
contractors hide their light under a bushel and fail to promote
their accomplishments. They fall into a rut and only communicate
with their core customers. As long as that small group (which
provides them with regular work) is happy, there’s no need to let
anyone else know, right? Wrong! If you do a great job for a client,
don’t let it end there. Make sure every other potential client in a
hundred-mile radius hears about it, too.
Sometimes contractors simply don’t realize the potential
publicity value attached to their projects. They’ve been doing it for
so long that it’s become old hat to them. What the general public
would find fascinating, they see as just another day on the job. An
ironworker who spends his days two hundred feet in the air thinks
its normal; everyone else thinks he’s a modern-day superhero. Ask
yourself: what is unique about what you do? Is there an unusual or
interesting aspect to a project you’re currently working on? Why is
this project important? How does it fit into the bigger picture?
STEP 2: CREATE A TEMPLATE.
A press release template is very simple to create. In many cases,
you can simply use existing letterhead stationery. But if that won’t
work, open a blank word processing document on your computer.
Insert your logo and center it at the top of the page. Either above

“Far too often, small contractors fail to effectively
promote their accomplishments.”
or below it (whichever looks best, depending on the size and shape
of your logo), type in your company’s basic contact information
(address, general phone number, etc.). Include the date as well.
Plus, it’s always a good idea to list the name and phone number/
email for a specific person at the company whom the press can call
with questions about the release. This person should be prepared
to answer questions and potentially have their quotes appear in
print and/or online, so choose someone responsible.
You can check out a sample press release template at www.tauc.
org/prsample.

like, “We just hired a new vice-president. Great guy, he has tons of

STEP 3: WRITE.
“But I’m not a writer!” Don’t worry. You don’t have to be a
professional novelist to write a press release. No one is expecting
Shakespeare-level prose. Be clear, be simple, be brief (most effective
releases are one page or less in length). As long as you know how to
put together a few basic sentences, you’ll be fine.
The easiest way to get the words down on paper is to envision
talking about the subject in real life. Imagine that you’re having a
casual conversation with a friend or co-worker over breakfast. They
ask you what’s new at work. You might reply by saying something

news of the hiring: “That’s great! What’s he going to be doing,

experience. He used to work at XYZ Contracting. He’s really going
to help us grow our business.”
Now all you need to do is frame your words in a more
professional context. “We just hired a new vice-president”
becomes “Ace Contracting is pleased to announce that Joe
Johnson has joined our team as vice president. Joe comes to Ace
from Competitor Contracting, where he served as director of
development.”
Back to our imaginary conversation. Your friend replies to the
exactly?” You say, “We really want him to focus on the southeast
region. Our business is really down there.” Bingo – there’s your
next line. You might write something like, “Joe will oversee Ace’s
sales and operations in the southeast region. He will also be
responsible for [any additional duties].”
“Sounds like a great hire,” your friend says. You reply, “Oh yeah,
I’m really excited. He’s got a great track record, and we really
think he’s going to help us grow. It’s not often you see someone
with that much experience.” This becomes your next paragraph:

From Albany to Buffalo,
and Plattsburgh to Montauk,
we represent the construction industry in

The Empire State

Couch White
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Bid Disputes | Construction Claims
Contracts | Employment | Bonding

Experience. Success.
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a quote from you (assuming you’re the owner or CEO) praising
your new hire. “We are extremely pleased to have Joe join the Ace
Contracting family. His experience and track record is second to
none – just ask anyone in the industry.”
You could end the press release by including an equally positive,
optimistic quote from the new hire himself. Then, insert a brief
closing paragraph about your company – a “boilerplate” statement
that includes general information about who you are, what you do,
how long you’ve been in business (see www.tauc.org/prsample for
an example).
Congratulations! You just wrote your first press release. One
more thing, though: be sure to proofread it carefully to catch
any embarrassing spelling or grammatical errors. Use your word
processing program’s tools for this, or have someone else look it
over (just make sure they know what to look for).
Also, if you write a press release about a particular project, be
sure to get permission from the client first. They may also wish to
sign off on the text of the release before you send it out. Finally, it’s
always a good idea to run any press release – however mundane –
past your legal counsel first. They see things you don’t. Err on the
side of caution.
STEP 4: DISTRIBUTE.
Now that you’ve written the press release, who will you send it
to? It depends on the subject. If it’s about something that people
in your community will find of interest, you’ll want – at the
very minimum – to send it to local and regional media outlets
(newspapers, websites, radio and TV stations). Trade industry
magazines and association or union publications are also good
targets. You’ll need to do a little research and compile a list of
outlets, emails and phone numbers (a great job for an intern or
administrative assistant).
Most journalists welcome unsolicited press releases – it’s part
of their job – but it’s always a good idea to call ahead and ask

permission first, or inquire about who specifically would like to
receive the release. That way, you avoid any potential “spam email”
complaints. Speaking of email – it’s the easiest way to send a press
release these days. Simply convert your document to PDF format
and attach it in an email. However, it’s not a bad idea to send a hard
copy in the mail as a backup, if your list is small enough and the
extra postage cost wouldn’t be too high.
As I mentioned at the beginning of the article, be sure to
repurpose the press release, too. Post the text on your website (if
you don’t have a “News” or “Media” section, create one!), and link to
it on Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn, etc.
STEP 5: REPEAT.
Start looking for excuses to write more press releases. Aim
for a goal of writing at least one press release a month. Ask your
employees for suggestions about topics. Consistency is the
key. Your first release may not get any response, but don’t get
discouraged – keep plugging away. Oftentimes reporters may not
respond to a release, but they’ll file it away; they are always looking
for new sources for future articles. Who knows? You may get a call
six months down the road from a reporter seeking comment on a
local business issue, because they saw your name on the release.
CONCLUSION
Press releases are an easy, low-cost way to raise your company’s
profile. They’re not a get-rich-quick scheme, but they are a way for
small contractors to spread the word about their company, and the
union construction and maintenance industry as a whole.
Reprinted with permission (www.tauc.org).
About david acord
David Acord is Director of Communications for The Association
of Construction Users (TAUC) and its sister organization, National
Maintenance Agreements Policy Committee (NMAPC). He is also
editor of TAUC’s quarterly magazine, The Construction User. b
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Treat Them
Like Mushrooms…
At Your Own Risk
By Mark Breslin

I

n a recent discussion with an

kid, how much profit do you think a

work he performs? If he thinks contractors

apprentice after one of my

contractor makes on a million-dollar

are getting rich at his expense, will his

presentations, he impolitely called

project? “

attendance and accountability suffer?

bullshit on my entire message. Since

we were surrounded by a few hundred
tradesmen, I resisted the sudden urge to
punch in his little face (they don’t call
me a professional strategist for nothing!)

Without a moment’s hesitation, he
blurted out, “A million dollars.”
“Really? “I said. “Are you sure you don’t
want to reconsider that answer?”
He thought for a few seconds, shrugged,

Obviously, he has no clue how the
union construction world really works.
And if you asked some of the half-million
apprentices in our industry the same
questions, I’d wager you’d hear similar

and instead asked him to explain what he

and said, “Well, maybe not. But they still

answers from a lot of them. This is not an

meant.

probably make around $500,000 profit.”

isolated problem. The scary part is that

He responded, “The contractors are

Wow. Just…wow.

these guys are going to be in our industry

Do you think this young worker’s

for the next 25 years (at least) spreading

us to be more efficient and responsible

mistaken beliefs impact his work ethic?

their misguided attitudes and beliefs ...

just for them? It’s crap!”

What about the level or effort he puts into

unless we get off our collective asses and

the job – not to mention the quality of the

start focusing on leveraging the power of

making a mint on our backs, and you want

I followed up with this question: “Hey

Construction Business 101: What Craftworkers Need To Know
Market Share
Explain what it is, why it matters and how it affects the
union construction industry. Emphasize how gaining (or losing)
market share impacts the individual union member and what
needs to be done to ensure that our piece of the pie keeps
growing.
Why Union?
Define the union value proposition and the promises we
are making to the makers. Explore the consequences of what
happens when we fail to deliver on those promises. Make sure
each worker understands they are personally responsible for
the success of every job they work on.
Finances
What is the total cost of a union journeyman (full loaded)?
What is the delta between union and non-union labor costs?
What are the average post-tax margins for contractors in the
construction business? How do the “little things” add up to kill
margins?
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Clients
Where does work come from: How do contractors bid on
and procure new work? What do clients expect? How can we
convince clients to choose union? Why might they pick the
competition? Why are quality and schedules so important?
Leadership
What are the key business skills contractors need and want
in both current and future leaders? How do you obtain these
skills?
Succession and Knowledge Transfer
How does generational change in the business impact
workers personally? How might this change impact pensions?
Why is mentoring so critical, both now and in the future?
Change
Emphasize the inevitability and necessity of adaptive change
at an organizational, professional, and personal level to remain
competitive and relevant in today’s world

We have kept the rank-and-file in the dark about the realities of our business
by withholding relevant information and explaining how things work.
knowledge to improve performance.

the brand identity for union workers

understand the industry, how can they

Have you ever heard the following

is “highly skilled.” But what’s missing?

really succeed? How will they feel as if

phrase in the workplace or on the job?

Knowledge. In a competitive economy

they are a part of what is going on? Why

It comes up when people start asking

and industry that is rapidly evolving,

would they ever want to embrace change?

supervisors and management a lot of

knowledge is as important as skills.

If they don’t even know what they cost

questions or bring up tough subjects:

What kinds of knowledge do we need to

“Treat ‘em like mushrooms; just keep

or what a contractor generally makes,

provide to defeat the “mushroom farming”

them in the dark and feed them bullshit.”

why would we expect them to care about

approach?

cost control or productivity? It is time to

Well, without even trying that hard, the
union construction industry has done just
that. We have kept the rank-and-file in the
dark about the realities of our business
by withholding relevant information and
explaining how things work. As a result,
instead of training up guys the right way
and growing “mighty oaks” (figuratively
speaking) to help us regain market
share and seize new opportunities, we
have turned into a bunch of mushroom
farmers. The kid I just mentioned? He’s a
mushroom and he doesn’t even know it.
But it’s not his fault. It’s ours.
In some organizations, the management
philosophy resembles a poker player’s
strategy: keep your cards dose and don’t
reveal anything. In others, management
mistakenly assumes that labor is an

It is time for every apprentice and
journeyman in the U.S. and Canada to

evolve and focus not just on skills, but on
knowledge as well.

enroll in a course entitled “Construction

The field guys are smart. They are

Business 101.” This serious educational

hungry for information. They want to

effort needs to hit the basics and educate

be empowered. They are not content to

our workers about market share, the

serve as “just” the production end of the

union construction value proposition,

business. They want a “why,” and they

and the nuts-and-bolts of how projects are

deserve it. We can no longer assume that

financed (see sidebar).

they just “get it.” That’s as unrealistic as

Many think that being in the trades
is only about hard work, determination
and grit – and in a sense, they’re right. I

expecting an acorn from a mushroom.
About mark breslin

am a fourth-generation construction guy,

Mark Breslin is a strategist and author

and I know those qualities are absolutely

of several books, including most recently,

essential to success on the job site. But

“The Five Minute Foreman: Mastering

we cannot ignore the fact that the hands

the People Side of Construction”. Visit his

that perform the work always follow the

website at www.breslin.biz or contact him

head and the heart. If our people don’t

at (925) 705-7662. b

“unengaged commodity” – they believe
the guys on the ground simply don’t care
about the nuts-and-bolts of running a

1435 Route 9. Castleton, NY 12033

business. And then there’s a third category

518-732-7782

of companies whose leaders flat-out don’t

F: 518-732-4574

appreciate the motivational power of

E: info@wmjkellerandsons.com
www.wmjkellerandsons.com

giving their workers a sense of purpose.
Union workers in the construction
industry lack the foundational elements
to understand the industry as a whole and
their roles within it. They understand the
work – they know how to use the tools
and understand the importance of getting
the job done. But after that, everything
gets blurry.

WM. J Keller & Sons Construction Corp. is dedicated to delivering
high-quality cost-effective projects that are on time and budget to a wide
variety of private and public customers.
At WM. J Keller we value safety, our clients, our work force, quality,
integrity, leadership and accountability.
Contact us today to find out how we can better serve you.

When it comes to developing
apprentices and new craftworkers, our
industry has traditionally focused on

Heavy Highway | Site Development | Water and Sewer
Bridge Construction | Pump Stations | Directional Drilling

teaching and training skills. In fact,
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The Data-Driven
Construction Business
Why leveraging data is the key
to success in the 21st century
By Ani Abrahamian

W

hile the amount of data
produced every day is
staggering, even more
so is the fact that it’s

increasing exponentially by the hour. In

is, businesses that are able to leverage
actionable insights from their data gain
a competitive advantage over those who
don’t, and here’s why.
Leveraging data and insights enables

fact, experts estimate that by 2025, the

businesses to mitigate risk in two key

global population will have generated

areas. First, they can spot trends and risk

about 175 zettabytes of data. To put that in

areas so they are able course correct before

perspective, a zettabyte is roughly equal to

a project derails. Secondly, they are able

a trillion gigabytes.

to use that data for better forecasting.

As we have seen in the construction

In other words, data helps businesses be

industry, more data means greater

proactive, rather than reactive, so they can

efficiencies, time savings and improved

stay one step ahead of any surprises.

project delivery. But there’s also
a downside: the sheer volume of

Top eight data trends in

information coming in on a daily (even

construction

hourly) basis makes it challenging for

With more businesses utilizing digital

contractors to utilize the data to its full

solutions, we are indisputably in a new

capacity. In fact, studies show that 96

era of construction. While teams may not

percent of all data goes unused in the

have a construction crystal ball to predict

engineering and construction industry.

what the future will hold, they can look at

But it is precisely here, in what many

current trends to better understand where

people might perceive as an industrywide

the industry is headed. This enables them

challenge, where businesses can find

to equip themselves with the tools they

a massive opportunity — one that has

need today to better prepare for tomorrow.

the potential to set their company apart

Here’s a breakdown of the top eight data

from their competition. The reality

trends:

“With more businesses utilizing digital solutions,
we are indisputably in a new era of construction.
While teams may not have a construction crystal
ball to predict what the future will hold, they can
look at current trends to better understand where
the industry is headed.”
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1. The amount of data is growing
As I mentioned above, as projects
become more complex, the amount of
data is also increasing — and managing
that data efficiently is no longer a niceto-have luxury but a necessity. Relying
on manual processes or disparate
solutions means information is often
captured in siloed systems and data is
fragmented. As a result, teams have no
way to gain a comprehensive view of
project performance, making it difficult
to accurately forecast and improve future
results. On the other hand, managing data
in a constructive way will help businesses
outperform those that do not.
2. Data is more accessible than
ever before
Research suggests that the construction
workforce is getting more tech-savvy and
collaborative. Plus, the cost of technology
is more affordable, Wi-Fi is more
accessible, and with 1.3 billion connected
devices worldwide, it’s easier than ever to
share data and collaborate efficiently. The
reality is, technology is driving new ways
of working — both on site and off — and
it’s enabling teams to make better datadriven decisions from anywhere.
3. Integrations offer enhanced
insights
According to FMI, 90 percent of all data
generated in construction is unstructured.
What’s more, 30 percent of companies use
different software that don’t integrate with
each other, meaning that data is stored
in different devices (desktop to mobile)
and different formats (emails, PDFs,

blueprints, timecards). But managing data
with an array of disparate solutions isn’t
a sustainable way to manage projects,
let alone a business, for the long-term.
Integrations allow different solutions
to “talk” to one another — enabling
streamlined communication and reduced
double entry. Most importantly, teams can
access enhanced reporting and analytics
across projects.
4. Platforms consolidate data
into one place
In order to obtain useful insights,
your solutions not only need to talk to
one another, but they also should be
consolidated in one centralized solution.
Unlike a single solution that only
addresses one business need at a time,
a platform is a streamlined system that
connects solutions through integration.
Similar to a physical platform, digital
platforms provide a base structure, or
scaffold, onto which multiple components
can attach (a solution for accounting,
another for scheduling and so on). This
means all project information lives in one
place, and stakeholders — from the site to
the office — have one source of truth to
ensure information is accurate, up-to-date
and efficient.
5. Greater project visibility
leads to more informed
decisions
Digitization is changing the landscape
of how work is performed and managed,
and it’s providing greater transparency
to a historically fragmented industry.
Notably, platforms provide stakeholders
with more accurate, real-time access to
data — leading to more efficient and
informed decisions. This is because
platforms are able to look at overall
performance across projects and the
company as a whole. Not only does this
give teams a single source of truth, but
it creates better alignment across all
stakeholders — from owners to general
contractors to specialty contractors. It
also allows executives to see a high-level
overview of project health, enabling them
to identify areas of improvement to drive

greater productivity, less risk (and waste)
and higher profits down the road.
6. Data supports safer job sites
Leveraging data helps teams stay on
schedule and under budget, and it also
supports a safer workplace. Many safety
accidents happen as a result of rushing to
get the job done or lack of attention. Better
forecasting leads to fewer on-site surprises
and last-minute changes, allowing teams
to dedicate more time to the task at hand
— and that means fewer mistakes and

injuries. What’s more, businesses now
have the ability to leverage machine
learning which tracks trends and can
automatically detail where accidents are
most likely to happen and what types
most frequently occur. With insights like
these, contractors can design safer job sites
to mitigate future risks.
7. Businesses are leveraging
data to gain a competitive
edge
Today’s leading construction businesses

[Grab your reader’s attention with a great quote from the
document or use this space to emphasize a key point. To place
this text box anywhere on the page, just drag it.]

Serving the
the North
North Country for
Serving
for 102
101years.
years

Michael Jarvis, Business Manager
Brian Kill, Business Agent
37 Luzerne Rd., Queensbury, NY 12804
PO Box 312, Glens Falls, NY 12801
Phone: 518-792-9157 Fax: 518-792-4876

The cost is less when you use the best!
www.lu773.org
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are using data not just to survive but also

measure construction activity during the

new heights. They have the ability to learn

to thrive. In fact, they’re leveraging data to

COVID-19 outbreak. It provides data on

from past projects, make better decisions

gain key insights to help them outperform

everything from how states are reopening,

going forward and benchmark against

their competition. By leveraging an

sheltering-in-place orders and changes in

integrated solution like Procore Analytics,

worker hours. It gives businesses insight

peers. They can predict risk and minimize

which offers insights from project data,

into how COVID-19 impacts construction

teams are able to improve forecasting,

businesses and is enabling analysts,

extract trends from larger datasets and

economists, and government officials

identify patterns with machine learning.

to make projections. This kind of data

Teams are able to visualize their data

is helping businesses not only navigate

will continue to grow at an astonishing

while moving in between reports and

current changes in the industry but also

rate. However, it’s up to each business to

dashboards, all while gaining granular

helps them make better business decisions

leverage those insights in an efficient and

insights to help guide their business.

going forward.

effective way to drive their company, and

This helps them reduce risk, make faster
data-driven decisions and more accurately
forecast to maximize project results.

waste. They have an infinite amount of
data to help them improve, right in the
palm of their hands. As we look to the
future of construction, the volume of data

the industry, forward.

A new era of construction

Reprinted with permission from the

Construction represents about 13

Summer 2020 edition of The Association

percent, or $10 trillion, of global annual

8. Industry insights help

GDP and employs seven percent of the

of Union Constructor’s Construction

businesses navigate

global workforce. As one of the world’s

Dimensions magazine (www.tauc.org).

uncharted waters

largest industries, those numbers will only

Shortly after the COVID-19 pandemic,

increase. Projects, teams and construction

About Ani Abrahamian
Ani Abrahamian is the Senior Vice

Procore released the Construction Activity

businesses will continue to grow and

Index. The data utilizes aggregated

become more complex. More than ever

President of Engineering at Procore where

jobsite activity from Procore as well

before, businesses have an opportunity to

she is responsible for overseeing the

as publicly available information to

take their people, processes and profits to

company’s global engineering efforts. b
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five steps to take
when you’re a victim
of identity theft
By Kimberly Hunter

I

n our increasingly digital world, an

5.	Contact at least one of the three major

financial and medical statements; locking

individual’s personal information

credit bureaus to place an alert on your

your mobile devices; and avoiding

resides on hundreds, if not

credit reports:

thousands, of servers across the

providing personally identifying

• Equifax: (800) 525-6285

globe, resulting in a huge rise in identity

• Experian: (888) 397-3742

theft. Defined as “the crime of obtaining

• Transunion: (800) 680-7289

the personal or financial information of

With the tax season upon us, be alert

information over the phone.
About kimberly hunter
Kimberly Hunter is a principal in the

another person to use their identity to

that tax-related identity theft can occur

commit fraud or deception, typically for

when someone uses your stolen social

economic gain,” identity theft resulted

security number to file a tax return and

in losses to consumers totaling over

claim a fraudulent refund. You may not

$3.5 billion in 2019 (as reported by the

be aware that it has happened unless

not-for-profit organizations, corporations,

Comparitech Identity Theft Facts and

the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) sends

partnerships, estates and individuals.

Statistics: 2019-2021 report). The same

you a letter by mail stating they have

She is also a Certified Valuation Analyst

report noted that approximately 10

received a suspicious tax return that uses

(CVA), Accredited in Business Valuation

percent of Americans have been a victim

your SSN, or if you try and electronically

(ABV) (www.bonadio.com). b

of identity theft, 21 percent of whom

file your return and it is rejected as a

have been victimized more than once.

duplicate. If you know or suspect that

If you or someone you know suspects

identity theft, the IRS recommends these

are the steps to follow to report identity

additional steps:

theft to authorities and take steps to

• Respond immediately to any IRS notice.

prevent further damage:

• Complete IRS Form 14039, Identity

at (877) 438-4338 or go to www.
identitytheft.gov to report identity
theft and create a recovery plan.
2.	Contact the social security
administration at (800) 772-1213 or

• Continue to pay your taxes and file your
return, even if you must do so by paper.
• Refer to the IRS Publication 5027 for
additional information.
We recommend that all consumers
be diligent in protecting their private

social security number (SSN) may be

information by using strong unique

compromised.

passwords; accessing emails, bank

state police.
4.	Contact your financial institution to

providing accounting and tax services for

Theft Affidavit.

go to www.ssa.gov to report that your

3.	Consider filing a report with local or

has more than 25 years of experience

you may be a victim of tax-related

that your identity has been stolen, here

1. Contact the federal trade commission

Bonadio Group’s Syracuse office. She

accounts, and financial information
through a secure network only (no
public Wi-Fi); shredding documents with

inform them that you may be a victim

private information that are no longer

of identity theft.

needed; monitoring your credit report,
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The Contractor FAQ
By Norb Slowikowski

I

get asked a lot of questions in this business. You’d be surprised
how much the same commonalities emerge from different
parts of the country. The questions often revolve around
management, leadership and skills training. Everyone wants

the company culture and will do something about it in a positive
way through a combination of straight talk and listening.
Establishing a motivational climate also requires positive
reinforcement for a job well done. Rewarding top performers,

to run their operation in the best way possible to attract the best

involving field supervisors in the decision-making process and

people possible. With that in mind, here are the most frequently

encouraging them to ask for help when they encounter a problem

asked questions along with my ideas as to why they’re important for

are three important ingredients to reinforcement. This requires

achieving productivity on the job site.

upper management to adopt a “Let’s fix it” attitude, instead of

What is the main objective that a contractor should strive for in
trying to improve productivity in a company?
I’d have to say, “Establish a motivational climate.” You can’t
possibly motivate an individual with the same techniques that
worked 10 or more years ago.
Most contractors are aware of this principle, but I will recite it

simply blaming others when problems occur.
How can an owner stay in touch with all levels of his
organization and still run the business effectively?
Actually, it isn’t all that difficult to do. I call it the MBWA
approach — Manage by Walking Around.
A contractor should schedule time to visit the job site and find

anyway. I call it the “lengthening shadow approach.” As a contractor

out what’s happening on the ground. It’s just good business sense

goes, so goes his organization. If a contractor is uptight, angry,

and keeps you connected to every level of the company.

hostile and disrespectful, the company will soon take on that
personality. Everyone is a lengthening shadow of the leader.
For that reason, a contractor should look at his foremen and

But don’t restrict your fact-finding to job progress. Communicate
with and listen to your people. Don’t be so certain that your
foremen and supervisors will automatically tell you they are having

superintendents as key assets to success. If a contractor is a positive

problems. You need to encourage feedback without repercussions

and fair individual, he’ll spot that foreman who’s out of tune with

attached.
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www.delcommunications.com

Let your people know that you’re interested in them and in
their work. Ask them if you can help in any way. Give credit where
credit is due, and you’ll find that nothing is more motivating than
the boss’s appreciation. It’s amazing what that does for people, and
there is no cost attached to it.
Are there any must-dos that owners should carry out when they
visit the job site?
People essentially want three things. First, they want to feel
involved and be a part of the team. Second, they want sincere
appreciation for a job well done. Third, they want the feeling that
you’ll support them when they’re facing difficulty. That when
an obstacle occurs, you’ll take action to assist them or help them
remove it.
The old excuse that good employees don’t need positive feedback
because they know when they’re doing well is archaic thinking that
doesn’t match with what employees actually want.
What’s a good rule to apply when an owner spots a problem
situation on the job site?
Remember, people typically don’t deliberately mess things up, so
watch out for overreacting and placing blame. Instead, keep your
focus on the problem and what caused it. Involve the foreman in
the solution since he’s the one in charge.
When everyone focuses on a problem, a sense of achievement
and belonging occurs.
What are the key elements of effective job site supervision?
The jobsite supervisor must be able to identify the barriers

to productivity and eliminate them. They must identify the
underlying causes and avoid treating only the symptoms.
The first step is to specifically identify the problem. A problem
that is identified is already half-solved.
The second key element is listening. Remember, if someone is not
listening, communication fails.
The third element is motivating people. Knowing what makes
people tick means knowing their overall driving force. Good
motivators know how to satisfy needs and wants, which can
include the following:
• Sincere appreciation for a job well done.
• Involving them in decision-making.
• Supporting them when the going gets tough.
• Letting them know how they’re doing and coaching them when
improvement is needed.
• Giving them all the information they need to do their job
effectively. For example, labor budget, scope or work, blueprints,
shop drawings, addendums, copy of the contract, adequate tools
and equipment, etc.
• Treating them as key members of the team.
Involve your people in the process of developing an action plan
to achieve desired results. Achieve “buy-in” and let them help you
solve problems to create a sense of teamwork so that everyone is
moving toward the same goal.
Reprinted with permission from the January 2018 edition of AWCI’s
Construction Dimensions magazine (www.awci.org). b
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Motor Vehicle Safety:
An Essential Part of Your
Construction Safety Program
By Geoffrey S. Pope

P

robably because for most of us driving is a daily activity

holding green cards may have spent years without driving. Drivers,

(whether we work in construction or not), those of

wherever born, sometimes lose their licenses for DUIs or other

us who are in construction seldom think of it as a

traffic offenses, and you would therefore do well to verify licensure

construction task, at least when heavy equipment is not

at the time of hire, and periodically thereafter, if the employee

involved. However, while operating heavy equipment safely indeed

in question is going to be operating a motor vehicle, even

poses special challenges, passenger vehicles and light trucks also

occasionally, in connection with his or her employment. Naturally,

require care if accidents are to be avoided. While falls are the No.

where your state has different classes of licenses for passenger

1 cause of serious injuries and deaths on construction sites, across

vehicles, trucks, cranes or other equipment, you need to make sure

the economy motor vehicle mishaps are far and away the leading

that employees are properly and currently licensed for any vehicles

cause of work-related injuries.

or equipment they may be called upon to operate. Since “if you

While many of us raised in the United States had professional

didn’t keep a written record, it didn’t happen”, the ascertainment

instruction or high school driver’s education classes, you shouldn’t,

that each employee was found to have all appropriate licenses, as

for one thing, take for granted that your employees are all well-

well as any accidents or infractions, should be kept as a part of each

trained, experienced or even licensed drivers. Not a few recent

employee’s personnel file.

immigrants, for example, hail from poorer countries where car

In training your employees about safe driving, you need to

ownership is not a given. Only in 2019 did New York begin issuing

enforce a number of points that are probably well-known, but

driver’s licenses to the undocumented; even persons presently

often disregarded, among drivers.
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Generally, one’s vision (especially night vision) and driving skills begin to head
downhill between the ages of 50 and 55, and many older drivers underestimate the
deterioration in their skills.
Just for starters, here are some policies and practices you should

individuals with demonstrated skills and the highest concern for

stress among all of your employees who drive:

safety. Struck-by injuries and rollovers are the primary dangers, and

• Seat belt use should be mandatory.

training must include not only your operators, but all and any who

• Workers should not be asked to drive irregular hours, or hours far

might be called upon to work on foot in proximity to equipment

in excess of their usual working hours.
• Driving at night, or in conditions of poor visibility due to
adverse weather, should be kept to a minimum. This is especially
important for drivers over the age of fifty.
• Mobile phone use should be minimized, and limited to phones

being operated. Some of the basics are as follows.
Probably the paramount issue is communication. Equipment
should only be operated with a signal person communicating
with the operator using a standardized set of hand signals. A

that can be operated by voice commands. Texting while driving

two-way radio is recommended as a supplementary means of

should be strictly forbidden.

communication. Persons working on foot should wear high-

•A
 ssignments requiring road travel should be scheduled to avoid

visibility vests, as it is critical that the operator know, at all times,

having to dive at high speed in order to meet deadlines or arrive

their locations. The dangers of operating any motor vehicle

at appointments on time.

in reverse are multiplied when heavy equipment is involved.

•D
 riving under the influence of drugs or alcohol should be made a
firing offense. Also, failing to report the revocation or suspension
of one’s license should result in disciplinary action.
• I n buying or leasing cars, light trucks or heavy equipment,
research the safety features and statistics of the models you are
considering, and give a high priority to vehicles and equipment
that have been shown to be safe.
•A
 ll vehicles and equipment should be inspected and
serviced regularly, in accordance with the manufacturer’s

Therefore, a backup warning alarm is a must. Both operators and
persons working on foot should utilize hearing protection as
required.
Heavy equipment must have a rollover protective structure
that meets OSHA requirements. A seat belt must always be worn
to prevent the operator being ejected during a rollover or upset
situation.
Operators should be trained to use the “three-point rule” in

recommendations and applicable laws. Employees should be

mounting or dismounting heavy equipment. This means that both

instructed to report any repair issues to a supervisor, and vehicles

feet and one hand, or one foot and both hands, must be in contact

or equipment found to be malfunctioning should be taken out of

with the ladder access at all times. Jumping on or off equipment

service until repaired.

must be prohibited.

Generally, one’s vision (especially night vision) and driving skills
begin to head downhill between the ages of 50 and 55, and many
older drivers underestimate the deterioration in their skills. There
are a number of things older drivers should do to manage this
slippage. Among other things, they should see an ophthalmologist
at least annually, slow down, avoid tailgating, take a “defensive
driving” course and pay special attention to avoid driving while

Equipment must be serviced regularly per the manufacturers’
recommendations. Periodic safety inspections on all components
must be performed by qualified personnel. The steering and
braking systems should be given particular attention, and a preshift, walk-around by the operator is always a good idea.
Mishaps involving heavy equipment often produce fatalities

drowsy or fatigued. Driving with one’s headlights lit in the dawn

or serious injuries. Avoiding them must therefore be given a high

and twilight hours helps other drivers see you, and allowing extra

priority.

distance between your vehicle, and the vehicle ahead of you,
compensates for your no-longer-razor-sharp reflexes should a
sudden stop be required.
Needless to say, alcohol and drugs are doubly inadvisable for the
older driver.
Naturally, the operation of heavy equipment such as excavators,
loaders, graders, rollers and bulldozers must be limited to

About geoffrey s. pope
Geoffrey S. Pope serves as Counsel at Welby, Brady & Greenblatt,
LLP in the areas of construction law and litigation, surety law,
appeals and OSHA policies. Mr. Pope has extensive experience
in litigating construction matters as well as corporate and civil
matters, and in the areas of arbitration and appeals. b
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Eastern Contractors Association
and
Lovell Safety Management
Working Together to Reduce
Your Workers’ Compensation Costs
• Cash-flow savings through high advance
discounts
• Substantial savings from consistent
dividends
• Improved experience ratings
• Safety programs resulting in fewer
accidents higher productivity
• Early medical intervention and
return-to-work strategies

To learn more about Lovell Safety Management:

1-800-5-LOVELL or 212-709-8600
email: info@lovellsafety.com
Lovell Safety Management Co., LLC
110 William Street
New York, NY 10038-3935
212-709-8600 1-800-5-LOVELL
www.lovellsafety.com

TEC Protective Coatings is a professional industrial coating contractor dedicated to protection
of concrete and steel against corrosion, wear and abrasion. Equipped with the most up-to-date
preparation and application equipment, TEC specializes in preparing and applying coatings
and linings in strict accordance with manufacturer and industry standards.

